Background
Screening Solutions
for K-12 Education
Secure the best talent faster
How does Sterling provide best-inindustry screening solutions that help
you accelerate and simplify workflows?
The Sterling Difference
Speed
Our industry-leading turnaround times help
decrease time-to-hire, so you can increase
productivity. With 66% of our criminal history
searches closing in under one hour, you can
provide a positive candidate experience while
quickly addressing workforce shortage and
recruitment challenges.

Accuracy
You can gain more accurate results with our
extensive data sources that can expose tens of
thousands more criminal records than database
searches alone.

Advanced, Integrated Platform
All screening needs are managed through a single
core platform that includes integrations powered
by Sterling’s proprietary Court Direct and Smart
Data, our proprietary artificial intelligence, that
delivers faster turnaround times for criminal
history searches.

Integrations

Manage your hiring process from start to finish with a screening
experience seamlessly integrated with ATS, HRIS and products
from industry-leading partners you already use:

Minimize Compliance Risk
Sterling helps reduce risk throughout
the employee life cycle with convenient,
built-in compliance tools and processes
that simplify constantly evolving
regulations.
Increase Productivity
Improve efficiency by seamlessly
integrating with the maximum-in-industry
API integrations that include complianceminded workflows.
Industry Expertise
Maximize partnership value by
combining an advanced technology
solution with a team of 40 account
managers dedicated to education clients,
with an average tenure of six years.
Partner with a Trusted Leader
Trusted by 25,000+ customers globally,
including 40% of the Fortune 100 Best
Companies to Work For®, to conduct
100+ million global criminal history
searches annually.

Sterling’s Hiring Suite
for Education
Criminal Background Checks
Our screening solutions are built on powerful proprietary
technology to automate complex workflows and deliver
high-quality results, with industry-leading turnaround times.

Verifications
Get the complete picture of your candidates with thorough
employment and education verification solutions, including
detailed work and academic histories, backed by our powerful
fulfillment engine.

Motor Vehicle Record Checks
Promote safety and compliance using Sterling’s Motor
Vehicle Record (MVR) checks, for anyone who drives as
all or part of job requirements, and navigate complex
regulations, including Department of Transportation (DOT).

Global Checks
Sterling offers the most in-depth product suite to allow
for screening in 195 countries, keeping pace with the
everchanging nature of global background checks and
delivering support from regionally-based teams.

Workforce Monitoring
Help to protect your campus against violence, litigation, fraud,
and theft with Sterling’s proactive workforce monitoring
solutions, including Terrorist Watch and No Fly Lists.

Fingerprints

Sterling Knows Education
The unique nature of educational settings and
diverse workforce require a sophisticated and
scalable approach to screening services and ongoing
workforce monitoring. Leading daycare centers,
schools, colleges, and professional programs have
long-standing relationships with Sterling to help
maintain safety and the community’s confidence.

Contract Details Through OMNIA Partners
Category: Human Resources
Description: Employment Screening – Background
Checks, Drug & Health Screening, Identity Services

For particularly sensitive positions that require fingerprints,
our convenient national network of state-of-the-art
electronic collection sites can help reduce risk and meet
regulatory requirements.

Contract: R191303

Audit Preparation

*Option to renew for two (2) additional one-year periods through 12/31/24

Term: 1/1/20 to 12/31/22*
Lead Agency: Region 4 Education Service Center

Benefit from Sterling’s decades of expertise in audit
preparation and support for the education industry.

About Sterling
Sterling—a leading provider of background and identity services—offers a foundation of trust and safety that
spans across industries, professions, and borders. Our technology-powered services help organizations create
great environments for their workers, partners, and customers. With office locations around the world, Sterling
conducts more than 100 million searches annually. Visit Sterling online at sterlingcheck.com.
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